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We present a historical reviewand discussion of previous workson ion energy distributions

(IED) arriving at the target in the collisionless sheath regime of a capacitively coupled rf

discharge (RIE system). This regime is of great interest to experimentalists and modelers

studying the new generation of high density discharges in which the sheath is much thinner

than in the conventional RIE systems. The purpose of the review is to assess what has been

done so far, to determine what factors influence the shape of the IEDs, and to clarify some

issues about sheaths in high density systems. Having determined the important parameters,

we perform some particle-in-cell simulations for a capacitively coupled rf plasma, which show

that ion modulations in an rf sheath significantly aifect the IEDs when Tion/Trf < 1, where

Tion is the ion transit-time and ttj is the rf period.



I. Introduction

In processing plasmas, the ion energy and angular distributions (IED and IAD) arriving

at the target are crucial in determining anisotropy and etch rates. Gottscho et at1 (1992)

presented an excellent review and description of microscopic uniformity in plasma etching.

They show that whenever the etching rate depends on the ion energy flux, the ion angular

distribution will influence the etching profile and will contribute towards the aspect ratio

dependenceof the etching rate. For example, in collisional sheaths, ions undergoing collisions

as they are accelerated across the sheath will arrive at the wafer surface with hyperthermal

energies and off-normal angles of incidence. If the ion energies are in excess of the reactive

sputter threshold, ion enhanced etching will occur on the sidewalls as well as on the bottom

surface. Under these conditions, the number of ions able to impact the bottom surface

relative to the number impacting the sidewalls will decrease as the aspect ratio increases.

This scenario qualitatively accounts for RIE lag and such profile phenomena as sidewall

bowing.2

Zarowin3(1984) pointed out the importance of off-normal ion incidence in determining

reactively ion etched profiles. He discussed how the IED can induce anisotropic etch reac

tions, and under certain circumstances can "enhance" the intrinsic chemical etch selectivity.

However, Zarowin's analysis of the ion transport assumes that the perpendicular ion tem

perature, which determines the off-normal flux, remains invariant as ions cross the sheath

and undergo ion-neutral collisions. This assumption is valid for charge exchange collisions

but not for elastic scattering.

Due to high operating pressures (~ few hundredmtorr) and large sheath voltage drops (~

1000 V), the sheaths in conventional capacitively coupled plasma sources are typically colli

sional. Most of the ion energy spread is caused by ion-neutral collisions. In this regime, the

IED was shown to have multiple peaks and a large spread.4-8 Davis and Vanderslice9 (1963)

were among the first to present experimental measurements of IEDs in dc glow discharges.

Their measurements were made at relatively high pressures where the sheaths were highly

collisional and most ions arrived at the target at low energies. Davis and Vanderslice9 also



presented a simple model to describe IEDs in a dc collisional sheath, which compared well
with their IEDs and which has been verified by other experiments and simulations (Vahedi

et aP 1991).

A new generation of high density plasma sources is now being widely studied and char

acterized due to their potential use in semiconductor manufacturing and fabrication.

These plasma sources are typically operated at higher densities and lower pressures in order

to obtain higher etch rates and better ion anisotropy at the target. Furthermore, most ofthe
new high density sources operate with reduced sheath voltage drops in order to reduce ion

bombarding damage and achieve ion energy control. In this regime, the ion motion in the rf

sheath is essentially collisionless since the sheath width is much smaller than the ion mean

free path. Ion energy and angular spreads due to collisions within the sheaths are minimal.

In this paper, we review and discuss ion modulation within a collisionless sheath, which can

cause large ion energy spreads and can also give rise to angular spreads.

II. Review of Ion Sheath Modulation

Because of the complexity of rf sheath dynamics, most calculations of IEDs rely on nu

merical methods. Closed form analytical expressions for IEDs in rf plasma reactors are

rare and obtainable only after making very limiting approximations. IEDs have been calcu

lated by approximate analytical models,15"17 the numerical integration of the equations of

motion,18'19'4'5'7'20 Monte-Carlo simulations,21'22'6'23'24 a Monte-Carlo-fluid hybrid model,25 a

particle-in-cell (PIC) method,26 and a particle-in-cell method combined with Monte-Carlo

collisions (PIC-MCC).27 Many of the methods use presupposed fields and initial ion velocity

distributions, while others try to obtain these self-consistently.

The energies of the bombarding ionshave been measuredby electrostatic deflection anal

ysers,28-32,13'33 cylindrical mirror analysers34-40 or retarding grid analysers.4-6'11'14'41 The

energies were measured at the grounded electrode or at the powered electrode of the rf

reactor. In some cases, quadrupole mass spectrometers were used to make mass resolved

measurements. This has made it possible to compare the IEDs of different ionic species in



the same sheath.

A. Ratio of ion transit time to rf period: Tion/rrf

In collisionless sheaths, the crucial parameter determining the shape of the IEDs is

Tion/Trf = ^rf/^iom where Tr/ = 2ir/ujrj is the rf period and rton = 27r/u;ton is the time

an ion takes to traverse the sheath when the sheath drop is at its dc value Vs. If we assume

a collisionless Child-Langmuir space charge sheath, then the spatial variation of the sheath

potential is given by Vs(x) = da;4/3, where Cx = (9J,/(4e0))2/3(M/(2e))1/3 is independent

of x. Here, Jt- is the ion conduction current, and M is the ion mass. Also, if we neglect the

initial ion velocity, then the ion velocity is given by v(x) = (2eVa(x)/M)1^2, Then,

- -/:& - (£)"7:—- (£)""*-"* -»(£)"'• «
where s is the time-averaged sheath thickness. So, the ratio of Tton with respect to the rf

period rrj is just

"t>7 " 2tt {2eVs)
For Tion/Trj •< 1, the ions cross the sheath in a small fraction of an rf cycle and respond to

the instantaneous sheath voltage. Thus, their final energies depend strongly on the phase

of the rf cycle in which they enter the sheath. As a result, the IED is broad and bimodal,

and the IED width AE{ approaches the peak to peak sheath voltage. The two peaks in

the distribution correspond to the minimum and maximum sheath drops (i.e., where the

voltage is most slowly varying). For Tion/rrf >> 1, the ions take many rf cycles to cross the

sheath and can no longer respond to the instantaneous sheath voltage. Instead, the ions

respond only to an average sheath voltage, and the phase of the cycle in which they enter

the sheath becomes unimportant, resulting in a narrower energy distribution. In this high

frequency regime, AE{ was calculated analytically for a collisionless sheath by Benoit-Cattin

et a/15(1967) and found to be directly proportional to rr//rton. Thus, as rton/Tr/ increases,

the IED width shrinks and the two peaks of the IED approach each other until, at some

point, they can no longer be resolved.

Tion =350^ (_MJ\1/2 (2)



Oneof the earliest works to show ion sheath modulation is the laboratory measurements

of Ero28 (1958). He experimentally measured the IED in aThoneman ion source and observed
the effect of rf modulation on IED width AEi. His ion energy spectra had the characteristic

bimodal shape, shown schematically in Figure 1. He observed that as the applied rf voltage

was raised, AEi increased.

•b
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Figure 1:

B. Analytic Calculation of IED and AEi for Tion/rrf > 1

Benoit-Cattin et a/15 (1967) analytically calculated the IED and AEi in the high fre

quency regime (Tt0n/fr/ ^> 1) for a collisionless rf sheath. They assumed (i) a constant

sheath width, (ii) a uniform sheath electric field, (Hi) a sinusoidal sheath voltage Va(t) =

Va + Vs sina;r/i, and (iv) zero initial ion velocity at the plasma-sheath boundary. The result

ing expressions for AEi and the IED are

(3)SLJrf \ M J IT \TionJ



and

/(*) =#= 2n° 1-ZgdB-eW

dv e / - - \M— =-(V.+ V, sin <*,*).

-1/2
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where no is the number of ions entering the sheath per unit time. The calculations yield a

bimodal IED with two peaks symmetric about eVa, and AEi proportional to rr//rton. As

urf or ion mass M is increased, AEi is reduced and the two peaks of the IED approach

each other. The two peaks of the calculated IED are singular because of the assumed

monoenergetic initial velocity distribution.

It is instructive to derive equations (3) and (4). We begin with the equation of motion

under the assumption of a uniform sheath field and a sinusoidal sheath voltage.

(5)

Let t0 be the time the ion enters the sheath. And let *i be the time the ion hits the target.

Then, integrating the equation of motion once and assuming v(to) = 0, we obtain

eVs eVs
Mviti) = —- (ti —t0) -\ (coswr/ti —cosu;r/*o) •

5 Wr/5

Let us define the dimensionless parameter

A=~eVT

(6)

(7)

From equation (1), we seethat A = 87r2/9(rton/rr/)2. Using E = Mu(*i)2/2, and rearranging

equation (6), we get an expression for the normalized energy,

(8)
E__ J_

eVa ~ 2A
VaUrf(tl ~ to) —-^-(cOSUJrfti —COSUJr ft0)
y a

If we now integrate equation (6), we get

t± \ u. \ eVsM(ti-t0)2 . eVaM(ti-t0)cosurfto eVaM(sinu>r/*i - sinu;r/*o)
s = x[t\) — x{to) = h

25 UrfS SLJ,rf

(9)

Rearranging terms, we get an expression for A,

s2Mu2f u2At\ —10)2 Va t , x , . . \i / x
A = -=-^- = —J-— h -=r K/(<i - t0) cosa;r/io - (smujrjti - sincjr/t0)J. (10)

eva I Va



Now, if we assume the high frequency case, then the ion transit time across the sheath

is much larger than the rf period. This implies that u>rf(ti - t0) > 1. It also implies

that A ~ (rton/rr/)2 > 1. So, if we look at expression (8) for the normalized energy and

expression (10) for A, we note that the terms proportional touT/(ti —to) or w2j(ti —to)2 are

much larger than the other terms which are roughly of order unity. Thus, we can write

and

E 1

e?r A
U2rf(tl ~ to)2 Va

—7^-Wr/(*l —*0)(cOSU>r/ti —COSWr/t0)
Va

^(U-tp)2 , vaA« —J + ^-Wr/(<i - t0) COS0Jrft0.

Then, we find

E

eVa

1_
A

VaA - r~-U>rf{ti - t0) COSU>r/*i = 1- TTT^r/^l - to)cOSU>rfti.

Also, solving for wrj(t\ —to) in the expression for A, we get

«r/(<i-*o) = V/2^4 + 0(l).

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Note that because A ^> 1, the 0(1) expression may be neglected. Substituting this into the

expression for normalized energy, we get

E 2VM

7v*l-Uv™"r<u'
This implies that the normalized energy spread is

AE;

efc VAV. Vaurfs [ MJ
U \ 1/2

(15)

(16)

This is equivalent to Benoit-Cattin et afs expression for AEi (equation 3). To get the ion

energy distribution, we note that

HE)
dn dn dto

HE ~dto"dE' (17)

If we assume constant ion flux, then dn/dto = n0 is a constant. Also, from the above, we

have

AEi
E-eVa cos(wr/*o + VA). (18)



This implies that
dE AEi . / . /~T\ /-,rt\— « -ly-^risin(u;r/<o +VA). (19)

Substituting this into the expression for f(E) and using the trigonometric identity sin 6 =

y/\ —cos20, we obtain Benoit-Cattin et afs expression

1-1/2

(20)f(E) =—= 2n°
rfE AEiU)Tf

Benoit-Cattin et al also made the additional assumption that V8/V3 <C 1. But from the

above derivation, we see that this assumption is not necessary to derive equations (3) and

(4), provided that we assume that the ion transit time is much larger than the rf period.

In a later paper, Benoit-Cattin and Bernard16 (1968) assumed a more realistic Child-

Langmuir space charge sheath electric field rather than a uniform sheath electric field when

computing IED and AEi in a collisionless rf sheath. They still only considered the high

frequency regime (Tion/Trf >• 1) and assumed constant sheath width, sinusoidal sheath

voltage, and null initial ion velocity at the plasma-sheath boundary. Except for numerical

factors of order unity, their results were the same as in their previous paper. The revised

AEi is given by

A£,. =̂ M),/2 =l^(^). (21)
3sWr/ \ M J 7T \7Von/

This suggests that while the ion modulation is very important, the exact profile of the electric

field in the sheath does not change the overall ion modulation result significantly. Okamoto

and Tamagawa29 (1970) did a similar calculation and obtained the same AEi as Benoit-

Cattin and Bernard; they also experimentally verified the dependence of AEi on frequency,

ion mass and applied rf voltage.

C. Numerical Integration of Equations of Motion

Tsui18 (1968) numerically integrated the equations of motion in order to obtain IEDs

in a collisionless rf sheath. He noted the dependence of IEDs on the parameter at- =

(4eVa)/(Mcj2y52) w 0.5(rr//rton)2. In his calculations, he assumed (i) a constant sheath

1-^-K)2



width, (ii) a spatially linearly-varying sheath electric field , (Hi) a sinusoidal sheath volt

age, (iv) Ti = Te, where T,- and Te are the bulk plasma ion and electron temperatures,

and (v)a Maxwellian initial ion velocity distribution at the plasma-sheath boundary with

Vth = (kTilMfl2. In general, Ti < Te, so that assumption (iv) is invalid. But this did not

affect the overall results since in Tsui's calculations, Ti is important only in determining the

initial ion velocity distribution. For final velocity i>/ much greater than the initial velocity

v0, (the usual case), the IEDs are insensitive to initial ion velocities. Tsui also saw bimodal

IEDs centered about eV9 For higher a; (lower rIon/rr/), the IEDs became wider and the low

energy peak disappeared. For lower a; (higher rton/rr/), the two peaks became more equal

in height and approached each other.

The disappearance of the low energy peak for small rton/Tr/ in Tsui's IED diagrams is

due to Tsui's assumption of constant sheath width. When Tion/Trj <C 1, the ions traverse

the sheath in a small fraction of an rf cycle. Hence, the high energy peak occurs when ions

enter the sheath near a maximum sheath voltage, while the low energy peak occurs when

ions enter the sheath near a minimum sheath voltage. If we take the sheath width oscillation

into account, the low energy ions which enter the sheath near a minimum voltage see a

shorter sheath width than the high energy ions which enter the sheath near a maximum

voltage. Due to their shorter path, low energy ions can traverse the sheath without seeing

a significant spread in the voltage. On the other hand, due to their greater acceleration,

high energy ions can also cross the sheath without seeing a significant spread in the voltage.

But if we neglect the sheath width oscillation and assume the sheath width is fixed, then

the low energy ions must travel as long a path as the high energy ions. As a result, the low

energy ions stay longer in the sheath and see a greater spread of voltages. Thus, at constant

sheath width, the low energy peak disappears. This is why in Tsui's IEDs, the low energy

peaks become smaller as Tton/Tr/ decreases. This implies that sheath width oscillation must

be included in order to obtain realistic IEDs at small Tion/Trj. On the other hand, constant

sheath width is not a bad assumption for the high frequency regime where Tion/Trj ^ 1.



D. Sheath Impedance, Resistive or Capacitive

Whether or not the high energy peak or low energy peak of the IED dominates at low

Tion/Trf depends on whether or not the sheath voltage Va(t) is mostly at a maximum or

minimum during an rf cycle. The sheath voltage waveform depends strongly on the nature

of the sheath, i.e., whether it is resistive or capacitive. A sheath is resistive if Jc >• «/</, and it

is capacitive if Jc <C «/<*, where Jc is the conduction current density and Jd is the displacement

current density. For a capacitive sheath driven by a sinusoidal voltage source, the sheath

voltage is a symmetric sine wave. Therefore, within one cycle, the sheath drop is at a

minimum for as long as it is at a maximum. As a result, the two peaks of the collisionless IED

are more or less of equal height. For a resistive sheath, the sheath voltage is not a symmetric

sine wave even when the sheath is driven by a sinusoidal voltage source. The target potential

Vr(t) is sinusoidal but the plasma potential Vp(t) is highly non-sinusoidal, resulting in a non-

sinusoidal sheath voltage Va(t) = Vp(t) —Vr(t). In fact, the sheath drop is at a minimum

value longer than it is at a maximum value. As a result, the bimodal collisionless IEDs have

dominant low energy peaks at low Tt<m/Tr/. Hence as Tion/Trj increases, we see a transition

from a resistive sheath with a broad bimodal IED and a dominant low energy peak to a

capacitive sheath with a narrow bimodal IED and peaks of more or less equal height.

For a collisionless Child-Langmuir sheath, the ion conduction current is given by

4e /2e\1/2V3/2

Let a displacement current be defined by,

Jd ='±J$ll. (23)
s

This implies that

Finally, by using T;on =35 (M/(2eV3)J , we see that for acollisionless sheath,

i=u(i) O • (25)
Thus, if TionlTrf <C 1, the sheath tends to be resistive, whereas, if Tton/Tr/ ^> 1, the sheath

tends to be capacitive.

10



E. Experiments

Coburn and Kay30 (1972) presented experimental measurements of the rf modulation

effect on IEDs and AEi. Again, the IEDs depended on Tion/Trf. Coburn and Kay varied M

rather than u>r/, which they kept fixed at wr//27T = 13.56 MHz. They also saw the bimodal

IEDs seenby Ero and calculated by Tsui and Benoit-Cattin et al. For larger valuesof Tion/Trj

(i.e., larger M) the IEDs becamenarrower, as expected. In direct contrast to Tsui's results,

the low energy peak of the IED tended to dominate at smaller values of Tion/TTf.

Kohler et aP* (1985) presented a comprehensive set of experimental measurements of

IEDs at the grounded surface of a low-pressure argon (50 mtorr) rf plasma reactor for fre

quenciesof 70 kHz to 13.56 MHz. They discussed resistive sheaths (prevalent at low wr/) and

capacitive sheaths (prevalent at high wr/)> as well as direct coupling (dc-grounded excitation

electrode) and capacitive coupling. They showed that the maximum ion energy depended

strongly on the geometry of the system (asymmetric vs. symmetric), whether the excitation

electrode was dc-grounded or capacitively coupled, and whether the sheaths were resistive

or capacitive.

F. Simulations

Kushner21 (1985) used Monte-Carlo simulations to study the IED and the ion angular dis

tribution (IAD) of ions in low-pressure capacitively coupled rf discharges, considering a para

metricmodel for the sheath electric field: E(x,t) = E0[s(t)-x]a,E0 = V3(t)(a + l)/s(t)(a+1\

He also assumed a sinusoidally varying sheath width s(t) = Sdc + sr/ sm(uTjt + a). The

ions were directed towards the sheath starting at a fixed location greater than the maximum

sheath length with initial velocities randomly chosen from a Maxwellian distribution. Only

charge exchange collisions were included in his model. Kushner also noted the dependence

of the IED shapes on the parameter rton/rr/.

Barnes et a/23 (1991) used Monte-Carlo simulations to study ion kinetics in low pressure

(~ 1 mtorr) rf glow discharge sheaths. Both charge exchange and elastic collisions were

included in the model although collisions were not important at the very low pressures

11



they considered. They used various models for the sheath electric field (uniform, linear,

Child-Langmuir and Lieberman43). The ions were injected at the plasma-sheath boundary

with an initial velocity randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribution. They also noted the

importance of the parameter Tion/Trj in determining IED shapes.

G. Equivalent Circuit Model

Metze et a/42 (1986) presented an equivalent circuit model for a planar rf plasma reactor.

Their calculation was valid only in the low frequency regime (Tt0n/Tr/ <1), where the ions

are highly modulated and see the instantaneous sheath voltage drop. The model shows

that the voltage drops across the sheaths are highly non-sinusoidal due to the non-linear

properties of the sheath capacitances and the conduction currents. They saw that for a

resistive sheath, the voltage drop across the sheath Vs(t) is at a minimum value for a longer

portion of the rf cycle than at a maximum value.

L,(%-vT)

J=- (Metze etal. 1986)

Figure 2:

Figure 2 illustrates the electron and ion conduction currents and the displacement current

that flow through an rf sheath as well as an equivalent circuit model for the rf sheath proposed

by Metze et al.42 The displacement current U can be modeled as the product of the time

variation of the sheath voltage drop times a nonlinear capacitance defined for the rf sheath.

12



Assuming that the ions enter the sheath at the Bohm velocity vb = (kTc/M)1'2 and that

the electrons have a Boltzmann distribution in the sheath, one can write the total current

flowing in the sheath as

/t = /<* + /,+ /e,

«B
Vc f-e(Vp-VT)\

"TexH m ) (26)

where Ca is the sheath nonlinear capacitance, Vp is the instantaneous potential at the plasma-

sheath boundary, Vj is the instantaneous potential at the wall (see Fig. 2), At is the

electrode area, na is the density at the sheath edge, and Te is the electron temperature.

Metze et at12 presented an expression for the nonlinear capacitance in the low frequency

regime (rton/Tr/ <1) where the ions essentially respond to the instantaneous sheath voltage

drop. By numerically solving the circuit equations, Metze et al determined the sheath voltage

waveforms for Tion/Trf «C 1.

In a related paper, Metze et a/19 (1989) used the sheath voltagewaveforms obtained from

their equivalent circuit model to determine the IEDs for rf frequencies of 100 KHz and 13.56

MHz. Strictly speaking, their model was not valid at the higher frequency of 13.56 MHz.

They saw bimodal IEDs in which the peak splitting decreases as frequency increases. They

also observed that the IEDs were skewed toward low energies, especially at low Tion/TTf. This

agrees well with the experimental results of Coburn and Kay as well as Kohler et al. For

Tion/Trj <C 1, the voltage across the sheath is at a minimum longer than it is at a maximum

so that ions are accelerated by a small potential drop for a larger fraction of the rf cycle than

for a large potential drop. This results in IEDs with dominant low energy peaks.

H. Idealized Analytical Model for Tion/Trf ~ 1

As Tion/Trj increases'(i.e., high frequency case), we see that AEi narrows systematically

and the two peaks become more equal in height. But we often see an asymmetry in the

peak heights even when the sheath is not resistive but approaches the capacitive case (i.e.,

Tion/Trf > 1 but not muchgreater than 1). Sometimes the asymmetry favors the high energy

peak. Farouki et aV (1992) used an idealized analytical model to determine the relative

13



heightsof the two peaks in a capacitive sheath. In their model they used a sinusoidally oscil

lating plasma-sheath boundary. Between the electrode and the plasma-sheath boundary, the

electric field was uniform; outside this region, it was zero. The resulting IEDs were bimodal.

Ions in the high energy peak generally had one less encounter with the oscillating plasma-

sheath boundary than ions in the low energy peak. As the rf frequency was increased, they

observed a systematic narrowing of the IEDs but the precise shapes of the IEDs exhibited

rapid variations; they observed a "quasiperiodic" behavior in the relative prominence of the

low and high energy peaks.

I. Collisional Effects and Ion Angular Distribution (IAD)

In collisionless sheaths, given the initial ion velocity distribution at the sheath edge, the

ion angular distribution (IAD) can be deduced from the IED. However, this is not true

for collisional sheaths. Collisional effects become important in conventional RIE reactors

operated at high pressure. Both elastic and charge exchange collisions occur in the sheath

and affect the IED and IAD. In elastic collisions, fast ions scatter against slow neutrals more

or less isotropically. In charge exchange collisions, fast ions transfer their charge to slow

neutrals, resulting in fast neutrals and slow ions. Both types of collisions broaden the IED

and shift it towards lower energies. Charge exchange collisions also lead to the formation of

secondary peaks in the IEDs at lower energies. The origin of these peaks was described by

Wild and Koidl4 (1989). Recall that the two primary peaks are due to the rf modulation

of slow ions which entered the sheath at the sheath edge and did not experience collisions.

Similarly, the secondary peaks are due to the rf modulation of the slow ions resulting from

charge exchange collisions within the sheath. These peaks are at lower energies, because the

slow ions that are formed inside the sheath don't experience the full potential drop of the ions

entering at the sheath edge. Elastic scattering can result in ions with appreciable transverse

velocity and significantly broaden the IADs of ions hitting the target. Charge exchange

collisions result in slow ions with no appreciable transverse velocity. Once the electric field

accelerates these ions, most of their velocity will be parallel to the field. However, the IAD

is still broadened from the collisionless case since charge exchange collisions decrease the

14



ratio of the parallel velocity component over the transverse velocity component. Because

charge exchange collisons can produce fast neutrals that can bombard the target, it may be

necessary to consider neutral energy and angular distributions when calculating sputter and

etch yields in collisional sheaths.7'24

J. Contradictions

In some of the numerical simulations of IEDs in collisionless sheaths at low frequencies

(i.e., Tion/Trf «C 1), we see cases where the low energy peak has vanished and the high energy

peak is dominant. This is in direct contradiction to experimental results (i.e., Coburn and

Kay30 and Kohler31). The reason for this can be an assumption of constant sheath width

as in Tsui's model. Or, it can be due to an incorrect choice of initial conditions. Many

studies include the effects of oscillating sheath width in determining the sheath voltages,

but neglect these effects when determining the starting positions of ions entering the sheath.

They assume that all the ion trajectories start at a plane of origin x = smaXt the maximum

sheath length despite the fact that the plasma-sheath boundary oscillates with time. This

can have the same effect as assuming a constant sheath width. As described above, this will

reduce the low energy peak when rton <C rr/. This is why, for collisionless rf reactors with

Tion "C Trf (resistive sheath regime), we sometimes see low energy peaks of IEDs disappear

in numerical simulations, but not in actual experiments.

K. Ion Plasma Frequency and Ion Transit Frequency

Some authors take the natural frequency of ions in the sheath to be the ion plasma fre

quency LJvi rather than the ion transit frequency u;ton. For typical parameters, u>pt- and wton are

close in value. The ion plasma frequency u>pi- = (ne2/(e0M))1/2, where n is the ion concentra

tion in the bulk plasma, and the ion transit frequency wton = 27r/rton = 27r(2eK/M)1/2/(3s).

Then,

J+L^EfJtL.)1* (27)
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We obtain the mean sheath width s in terms of mean sheath voltage Va by using the colli

sionless Child-Langmuir law

H(!f(S)'V-
The ion current density is Jt- = naevB , where na is the ion concentration at the presheath-

sheath boundary and vb is the Bohm velocity. Let Vi = kTe/(2e) be the presheath voltage

drop. Then, na = nex^(-eVil(kBTe)) = nexp(-l/2) = 0.61n, and Jt = 0.6lne(kTe/M)^2.

This implies

And
1/4u^i_ =091 (2e_\1/4yi/4 =osn (yX'

"ion 7T \kTj * 7T \VJ * (30)

For typical operating conditions, V\ = kTe/2 = 1 V, and Va = 100 V so that ujpi/uJion ~

1. Thus, it is not surprising that wpi- and wton are used interchangeably in the literature.

However, strictly speaking, it is u>lon that determines the ion behavior in the sheath and not

o;pi, which is the natural frequency of the ion in the bulk plasma.

Ill, ld3v Simulation of a Current-Driven RF Sheath

We conducted some particle-in-cell simulations of a current-driven collisionless rf plasma

sheath in order to illustrate the resulting ion energy distributions. Figure 3 shows our

model for the current-driven sheath. We used our bounded ld3v particle-in-cell plasma

code PDP1.44 In the simulation, there were two electrodes connected by an external circuit.

The source electrode was grounded, and the target electrode was capacitively coupled to a

sinusoidal current source. Electrons and helium ions were emitted from the source electrode

at thermal velocities. As electrons and helium ions accumulated between the electrodes, an

rf ion sheath developed at the target electrode. After a steady-state was reached, various

diagnostics were recorded. We chose a current-driven sheath in order to avoid arbitrarily

setting the target potential dc bias.

16



PDP1 Model of Current-Driven Sheath

Semi-infinite Plasma

<

Figure 3:

Figure 4 shows the IEDs for various applied frequencies. In each case, input parameters

were chosen so that the ion transit frequency w,-on/(27r) ^13 MHz. As expected, we see

bimodal distributions which become narrower as the frequency increases.

IEDs of He Gas at Various Frequencies(Hz)

0.25
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0.15-

&

0.10-
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0.00

100

Energy(eV)

Figure 4:
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Figure 5 is a plot of AEi/(2eVa) vs. Tr//Tlon. The dots represent the simulation data

while the two lines represent the theoretical curves for Trf/Tion <C 1 and rr//rtc)n ^> 1. Recall

that for the high frequency regime, AEi should increase linearly with rr//rion. And for the

low frequency regime, AEi should approach the peak to peak sheath potential drop. In

our simulations, the peak to peak sheath potential drop was about 200 V. The simulation

appears to agree reasonably well with the theory.
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CNI
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0.00

NormalizedAE. vs, T ^/T.
i rf ion

rf ion

Figure 5:
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From equation 3, we also know that for low rr//rton, AEi is a linear function of Vs, the

rf part of the sheath voltage. We conducted a complementary set of simulations in which

Trf/Tion was held fixed while we varied Va. Figure 6 depicts the results of these simulations,

showing the expected linear relation between AEi and Va. For this set of simulations, we

used CFz rather than He ions and kept the frequency of the current source fixed at 13.56

MHz.

200

150-

100-

50-

AE.vsV
I s

Figure 6:
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For low frequencies (i.e., Tion/Trf -C 1), weexpect the sheathvoltageto stay at a minimum

value for a longer part of the cycle than at a maximum value, resulting in an IED with a

dominant low energy peak. Whereas, for high frequencies, (i.e., rjon/rr/ > 1), we expect the

sheath voltage to be nearly sinusodal, resulting in peaks of more or less equal heights. From

Figures 7, we see that the sheath voltagewaveforms and the relative dominance of the peaks

are as expected. In the high frequency regime (i.e., 100 MHz), the peaks are nearly equal in

height while in the low frequency case (i.e., 1 MHz), the low energy peak dominates.

3326L5

IEDs and Sheath voltages for
He gas at 1 MHz and 100 MHz

f(E) at 1 MHz

Sheath Potential(t) at 1 MHz
T

•&M892

, -200.701 „

Figure 7:
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Also, from Figure 8, we see that for the low frequency regime (i.e., 100 MHz), the

conduction current dominates and the sheath is resistive while for the high frequency regime

(i.e., 1 MHz), the displacement current dominates and the sheath is capacitive.

Total, Conduction, and Displacement
Currents at 1 MHz and 100 MHz

TSS

lcond(t) at 1 MHz

IdJspQ) at 1 MHz

53« U-W

IS? Mi

Figure 8:
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IV. Conclusion

For collisionless rf plasma sheaths, the ratio Tion/Trf determines the nature of the sheath

and the shape of the IEDs. For, Ti0n/Trf < 1, the sheath is resistive, and the IED is broad

and bimodal with a dominant low energy peak. As we increase rton/rr/, the sheath becomes

capacitive, the peaks become more equal in height, and the IED width decreases until at

some point the two peaks merge and cannot be resolved.
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VI. Appendix: Computer Experiment Input File

The following is the PDP1 input deck used for Figures 4,5,7 and 8 to simulate a current-

driven collisionless rf sheath. The two species used were He ions and electrons. To run

simulations at different frequencies, only the /0 (frequency of current source) and ac (am

plitude of current source) parameters were altered. The ac parameter was modified in order

to keep the peak to peak sheath voltage the same for each frequency.

The PDP1 input deck used for Figure 6 is similar to this one except that CF$ ions were

used instead of He ions, the frequency is kept fixed at 13.56 MHz, and only the parameter

ac was changed in order to change the rf sheath voltage.
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RF Sheath(IN MKS UNITS)

_nsp nc nc2p dt[s] length[m] --area[mA2]--epsilonr--B[Tesla] PSI[D]--
2 100 le8 3.90625e-ll 0.005 0.016 1.0 0.0 0.0

-rhoback[C/mA3] backj [Amp/m/s2] dde--extR[Ohm] --extL[H] extC [F] qO [C] -
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

-dcramped—source--dc [VIAmp]--ramp[ (V|Amp)/s] ac[V|Amp] fO[Hz]--thetaO[D] -
0 i 0.0 0.0 9.33 le8 0.0

--secondary e_collisional i_collisional reflux nf ft—nsmoothing--ntimestep-
0 0 0 0 256 0 0

--seec(electrons) seec(ions) ion species Gpressure[Torr] GTemp[eV]
0.0 0.0 1 5e-3 .026

SPECIES 1

q[C] m[Kg] jOL[Amp/mA2] jOR[Amp/m/s2] initntm^-S]--
1.602e-19 6.7e-27 0.0 35.2 0.0

--v0L[m/s] v0R[m/s] vtL[m/s] vtR[m/s] vcL[m/s] vcR[m/s]-
0.0 0.0 2.2e3 2.2e3 0. 0.

—vperpt [m/s] vperpO [m/s] nbin Emin[eV] Emax[ev] max-np--
2.2e3 0.0 200 0 200 50000

-For-Mid-Diagnostic nbin Emin[eV] Emax[eV] XStart—XFinish--
200 0.0 200 .0025 .003

SPECIES 2

q[C] m[Kg] jOL[Amp/mA2] j0R[Amp/mA2] initn[mA-3]--
-1.602e-19 9.11e-31 0.0 9600 0.00

—v0L[m/s] v0R[m/s] vtL[m/s] vtR[m/s] vcL[m/s] vcR[m/s] -
0.0 0.0 6e5 6e5 0. 0.

vperpt [m/s] vperpO [m/s] nbin Emin[eV] Emax[ev] max-np--
6e5 0.0 200 0 200 50000

-For-Mid-Diagnostic nbin Emin[eV] Emax[eV] XStart—XFinish--
200 0.0 200 .0025 .003
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